Lesson 06 Too Good Not to Share

FTWTF means:
Find The Word That Fits

Can't find an answer? Check your Guide or quarterly!

1. FTWTF - Power Text
   Power Point
   We follow Jesus when we serve others in spite of obstacles.

2. When the town authorities questioned Paul & Barnabas, or any of their followers, they found that their answers were clear & ____. They couldn't press any charges.

3. The synagogue worshippers were pleased to have visitors who had come from Jerusalem with ____ to share. Once in a while visitors came from Jerusalem with news for the Jewish communities spread throughout these Greek hills.

4. "Let’s ask for directions to the Jewish ____." They had agreed that they would begin their work in this Greek town exactly the same way they had in the larger Roman colony of Antioch."

5. [Tuesday's lesson] Read Acts 14:2. How do you think Paul & Barnabas felt when opposition against them arose? Type "religious persecution" in an Internet search ____. Pray for people in countries where they are persecuted for preaching about Jesus.

6. "But it looks like my feet are all dusty again." He looked at his companion, hoping that a little humor would bring a smile. Their trek east over the ____ from Antioch had been a tiring one."

7. They were especially furious when God blessed the work of Paul & Barnabas with ____ to show that He was with them.

8. FTWTF - Power Point

9. [Sunday’s lesson] Locate ____ on a map in your Bible. Pray that God will give you the wisdom to serve those who are prejudiced against Jesus’ teachings.

10. Finally the Jewish leaders who were so jealous & ____ decided to do something about the situation themselves. They got an ignorant, noisy mob who didn't really understand what was going on & created a huge riot. They hoped it would end in the death of Paul & Barnabas.

11. They would preach first at the synagogue, where Jews & even ____ were looking for the coming of the Messiah.

12. Paul & Barnabas did as their friends suggested. They left before the angry mob could ____ them. But they would be back.

13. Many of the Jewish leaders did not believe that this ____ message about the Messiah was true. Some of them were jealous that so many people were listening to Paul & accepting the good news.

14. FTWTF - Title

Across

Down
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